Trade-offs in miniature quadrupole designs.
Pressing needs for miniature mass spectrometers became apparent during the last decade in process monitoring and control, space exploration, and environmental screening. Besides the small footprint, common requirements include low cost, low power consumption, field portability, reliability, autonomy, and ease-of-use. Design concepts and construction technologies of miniaturized quadrupole sensors were guided by cost reduction requirements without sacrifice of performance. The first miniature and complete quadrupole mass spectrometer system was introduced as the Micropole sensor. The concept featured a novel technique to assemble and operate multiple miniature quadrupoles in parallel. The short analyzer length offers a significant advantage by enabling direct mass filtering at pressures up in the 10(-2) torr range. High voltages at higher frequencies (10-20 MHz) are required for acceptable mass resolving powers. Additional trade-offs were uncovered in miniature sensors leading to designs optimized for each class of applications. Real time ray tracing of ions injected and filtered in the quadrupole field is used early in the design stage to predict the performance and reliability of the device.